
1.The products are not directly affected by severe bumps and rain and snow after 
    transportation and packaging , and can be transported using normal transportation  
    tools . It is not allowed to be placed with corrosive substances such as acids and 
    alkalis during transportation.
2.Packaged products should be stored in a permanent warehouse with a temperature 
    of 0-35 ° C and a relative humidity of no more than 80%. The warehouse should be 
    free of acid, alkali, corrosive gases, strong mechanical vibrations and impacts, and
    strong magnetic fields.

Transportation and Storage

Manufacturer:Chengdu Heltec Energy Technology Co.,Ltd



1.High-frequency inverter super energy storage capacitor discharge technology 

   eliminates interference to AC power supply, and avoid switch tripping situation.

2.The China’s  patented energy storage control and low-loss metal bus technology 

    maximizes the burst energy output.

3.The energy-concentrated pulse formation technology controlled by the 

    microcomputer chip operation ensures the formation of reliable solder joints in 

    milliseconds.

4.Intelligent program combined with multi-function parameter display screen, the 

    management of welding is clear at a glance, with high proficiency.

5.Up to 7000A pulse welding current: Support welding pure copper sheet, pure

   nickel, nickel-aluminum conversion sheet, stainless steel.

6.Super energy-gathered pulse welding, solder joint concentrated and slender,

    deep penetration of melt pool, the soldered dot no blackening, no generate heat, 

    no damage to the battery.

7.Dual-mode spot welding to achieve precise, fast and efficient welding, which is 

    convenient for welding different weldments.

8.The unique real-time display of welding pulse current can monitor each welding 

    current and avoid false welding of solder joints.

9.Supports optional removable professional welding pens with different functions 

    and performances to realize welding work from ultra-thin to ultra-thick weldments.

10.Ultra-low loss, high-efficiency performance design, professional industrial-grade 

    manufacturing process, to ensure the machine for a long time use without getting 

    hot.
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Clean

When not in use

After use

Welding pen electrode
 replacement

Always check whether the welding pin head is oxidized and blackened. To 
prevent oxidation, fine sandpaper or a needle grinder can be used to polish and
repair welding pins. In addition, a small amount of lubricating oil can also be 
applied as an anti-oxidation coating on the welding pin.

A small amount of lubricating oil can  be applied as an anti-oxidation coating on
the welding pin. Try not to use lubricating oils containing EP additives as much
as possible.

To prevent oxidation, fine sandpaper or a needle grinder can be used to polish 
andrepair welding pins. 

Use a wrench to secure the nut at the end of the handle and use Needle-nose 
pliers to clamp the electrode and turn it out anticlockwise, and then insert the 
new electrode and tighten it clockwise.
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2HT-SW02H Spot welding machine(42KW)   S-75A split spot welding pen (50mm )   MT mode  
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HT-SW02H

42KW

7000A(Peak)

840J

0.1~0.4mm Copper(with flux)
0.1~0.6mm Pure nickel

(50mm²)

50mm²

3500A~7000A ≤0.30mΩ

Main Machine Diagram

Milliohm measuring 
pen interface 

Left and right selection keys  

A:Front view

ON-OFF key/Parameter setting key
Up and down selection keys

 Switch of Milliohm 
measuring instruments 

Gather energy
pulse output interface
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Fuse(4A)

 Built-in fan for heat 
dissipation and  
exhaust outlet

For exanple:55

1. Indicates that the voltage 
value of the energy storage
spot welding machine has 
reached 6V 
DC voltage (DVC)

2.Instantaneous output of 
welding current value 
during spot welding

Foot-operated spot welding 

20ms  Pulse time (20ms) 

Display charging current

 Sleep indicator light

Automatic induction spot welding

Welding pins short-circuit protection
Spot welding signal icon 

Display screen interface

Digital welding instant  display screen 

Milliohm Measuring instrument display screen

Measurement pen 
input interface

Power switch Display area for measuring internal
 resistance of connecting solder pads
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④  Replace the electrode head of the 75A spot welding pen.

A： Use a wrench to secure the nut at the end of the handle 
       and  use Needle-nose pliers to clamp the electrode and 
       turn it out anticlockwise.

B：Insert the new electrode and tighten it clockwise.

HT-SW02H welding pulling force test

①Main machine ×1 pc                   ②Power cord  ×1 pc        
③75A Wrench  ×1 pc                       ④Hexagon wrench  ×1 pc
⑤PN4*45×1 pairs                              ⑥Wire controlled foot switch ×1 pc       
⑦S-75A Low internal resistance split spot welding pen×1
⑧S-75A spot welding pen electrode heads×1 pair
⑨Welding point internal resistance milliohm measuring pen ×1
⑩Manual & Warranty Card ×1pc

Main switch
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1.The pressure of the spot welding pen and welding pin on the welding workpiece at the same time 
    should be consistent.Otherwise, uneven solder joints or sparks may occur.
2.Use different welding pressures for different thicknesses of weldments.Too little pressure can lead 
    to False solder and breakdown of the weldment; It is recommended to choose MT pedal mode first 
    when not proficient in use.After proficient use, you can choose the AT automatic induction spot 
    welding mode, which is suitable for efficient operations.
3.During spot welding, be careful not to touch the two welding pins together, otherwise short circuits 
    may occur and the machine may be damaged.
  

Precautions during spot welding operation 

4

③ Wait for the voltage to 
     rise above 5.6V before use.

⑤ Tighten the screws and secure 
     the spot welding pen

In order to establish energy storage voltage, it is necessary to supply normal power to the spot welding machine. 
And wait for the voltage to rise between 5.6-6v before spot welding.(To achieve better spot welding results, it is 
recommended to increase the voltage to 6V. The higher the voltage, the greater the spot welding current.)

④Remove the silicone protective cover, insert 
   the 50mm² spot welding pen gold-plated plug 
   into the pulse output interface.  Insert it to the 
   end and make sure the connection is solid.

① Set the energy level ——Press the "     " key, 
     the energy level value flashes and enters the 
     setting state. Press the "               " keys to 
     set the welding energy level.It can be adjusted 
     within 0-99. The higher the energy level, the 
     greater the output current. 

② AT/MT (Automatic Induction Spot Welding/ Foot Spot 
   Welding)modes switch——The setting steps are the 
   same as the above, press the "     " and "                 " 
     keys to set. Finally, press the "     " button, the setting 
    is completed. The energy level and spot welding mode
    values will no longer flash.(Note that if the value ashes,
    spot welding is not allowed)

2.Panel button settings
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3.Hold the spot welding pen and press the welding needle tightly, 
   step on the wire-controlled foot switch to trigger welding, and 
   observe and check the real-time welding current on the display.

Control with foot pedal(Convenient for precise debugging and use of welding 
parameters and processes

MT mode : 
control with foot pedal

nickel plated copper sheet 

4.Check the firmness of the solder joints.

AT induction spot 
welding mode

2.Hold the spot welding pen and press the welding pin  
   tightly. The welding machine will automatically trigger 
   the spot welding in 0.5s. 

Note:     
          

3.Aluminum electrode tab welding pure copper sheet 4.Aluminum electrode tab welding pure nickle sheet 

With flux

         In AT mode, it is more convenient and efficient to weld than MT, but because of rapid 
         welding, it is necessary to check the  process and quality of solder joints frequently 
         to avoid false welding. When a large spark appears at the moment of discharge, it 
         indicates that the welding pressure on the workpiece is insufficient or the operation 
         is too slow to pass the squeeze time.

1.Select the AT induction mode and set the pre compression
   delay parameters based on proficiency level.

Press the “    ”key,enable internal resistance measurement function.   

Operation and measurement of milliohm measuring instrument

① Insert the five core plug into the five core socket 
     of the HT-SW02H spot welding machine.

④The actual picture of the milliohm measuring pen 
     and battery connection piece ,and measure the 
     resistance value  of the connecting piece.
     (In the figure, we can see that the on-resistance 
     between the connecting solder pads and the 
     monthly solder joints is 0.91mΩ.)

③Press the power switch of the measuring
     instrument, and the digital  display screen 
     will display the characters shown in the 
     above figure.

Note:Cannot test charged object (such as 
battery internal resistance)

② Actual picture after connecting 
     the  measuring pen to the spot 
     welding machine.

The  on-resistance between the connecting solder pad 
 and the solder joint is 0.91mΩ.

  (The smaller the resistance,the better the conductivity, 
   and the better the performance of the battery pack.)

Cannot test charged object (such as battery 
internal resistance)
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